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Abstract

Being able to reliably estimate self-disclosure001
– a key component of friendship and intimacy002
– from language is important for many psy-003
chology studies. We build single-task models004
on five self-disclosure corpora, but find that005
these models generalize poorly; the within-006
domain accuracy of predicted message-level007
self-disclosure of the best-performing model008
(mean Pearson’s r=0.69) is much higher than009
the respective across data set accuracy (mean010
Pearson’s r=0.32), due to both variations in the011
corpora (e.g., medical vs. general topics) and012
labelling instructions (target variables: self-013
disclosure, emotional disclosure, intimacy).014
However, some lexical features, such as ex-015
pression of negative emotions and use of first016
person personal pronouns such as ’I’ reliably017
predict self-disclosure across corpora. We de-018
velop a multi-task model that improves results,019
with an average Pearson’s r of 0.37 for out-of-020
corpora prediction.021

1 Introduction022

Interpersonal exchanges are a core component in023

human relationships. They are determined by inti-024

macy, which in turn is characterized by the willing-025

ness of the involved parties to self-disclose (Rubin026

and Shenker, 1978). In general, self-disclosure can027

be defined as “revealing intimate information about028

one’s self” (Derlega et al., 1993). Note that self-029

disclosure, which often involves revealing embar-030

rassing facts about oneself that are considered vio-031

lations of social norms ("I flunked my exam." or "I032

have a growth on my butt"), is different from reveal-033

ing personally identifiable information (PII). Self-034

disclosure encompasses the sharing of thoughts,035

aspirations, feelings, likes and dislikes, while PII,036

such as date of birth or social security number, is037

used to unambiguously identify a person. Unlike038

self-disclosing, sharing PII does not necessarily039

suggest an intimate relationship between two peo-040

ple.041

Figure 1: Two example sentences from the Med and
the EmpCon data set. We predict the associated self-
disclosure and highlight the most important features in
both sentences.

NLP researchers have labeled a variety of data 042

sets with self-disclosure or some approximation of 043

self-disclosure such as "intimacy", which is more 044

accurately viewed as being a property of the re- 045

lationship between two people than of an utter- 046

ance. In this paper, we build models to predict 047

self-disclosure from text, and assess how well these 048

models generalize across five different corpora. We 049

find that they mostly generalize poorly, but that 050

there are some reliable linguistic markers of self- 051

disclosure. 052

We draw on multiple corpora labeled for self- 053

disclosure: conversations from an online breast 054

cancer support community (Wang et al., 2015); 055

annotated conversational turns (Sedoc, N.D.); med- 056

ical posts from patient.info and Reddit (Valizadeh 057

et al., 2021) and posts from the r/OffMyChest and 058

the r/CasualConversations subreddits (Jaidka et al., 059

2020). The labels on these data sets vary both in 060

terms of how self-disclosure is defined, and in their 061

scaling (e.g., 0/1 or 1-5 Likert scales), complicating 062

the analysis. 063

Research questions We seek to determine 064

1. Which linguistic features predict self- 065

disclosure in messages? 066

2. How well do language models trained on one 067

data set predict self-disclosure in different cor- 068

pora? 069
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3. How to best build models that generalize self-070

disclosure across different corpora?071

Better understanding the linguistic character-072

istics of self-disclosure is potentially useful in073

advising people on how to increase their self-074

disclosure, to increase intimacy and well-being.075

Self-disclosure is a key component of both ro-076

mantic and platonic intimacy (Laurenceau et al.,077

1998) and is an indicator and influencing factor of078

self-esteem and well-being (Leung, 2002; Daley,079

2010). Having more accurate models to identify080

self-disclosure in language will likely also support081

further research into the role of self-disclosure in082

areas ranging from depression treatment to friend-083

ship formation.084

Contributions085

1. We identify the linguistic correlates of self-086

disclosure, for example the expression of neg-087

ative emotions and the use of first-person per-088

sonal pronouns like ’I’.089

2. We find that self-disclosure models generalize090

poorly across corpora due to the differences091

in their domains and labels.092

3. We build a multi-task RoBERTa-based model,093

which gives the current state-of-the-art for the094

measure of self-disclosure across multiple cor-095

pora.096

We make the code and data for all experiments097

available on GitHub.1098

2 Background and Related Work099

People reveal information about themselves to form100

and maintain personal relationships (Joinson and101

Paine, 2007). As an essential part of interpersonal102

communication, self-disclosure can have both pos-103

itive and negative effects on the person disclos-104

ing, which are reinforced in an online environment.105

Risks resulting from revealing private information106

can encompass a loss of privacy (Haimson et al.,107

2015; Vitak and Kim, 2014), a negative impact on108

identity and self-presentation (Morris and Millen,109

2007), as well as negative consequences caused110

by context collapse, i.e. the disclosure to an unin-111

tended audience, that is especially prevalent in so-112

cial media environments (Farnham and Churchill,113

2011). On the other hand, disclosing private in-114

formation can lead to increased social expression,115

social validation and perceived intrinsic rewards116

(Pennebaker, 1993; Goldfried et al., 2003).117

1https://github.com/ Code and data will be re-
leased upon acceptance.

Self-disclosure can be influenced by a variety of 118

factors including anonymity, cultural norms, per- 119

sonality, loyalty and mutual trust (Postmes et al., 120

2001; Laursen, 1993). These have an impact on 121

the risk/benefit dynamic in revealing personal in- 122

formation online. Bazarova and Choi (2014) have 123

formulated a functional model of self-disclosure to 124

capture these conflicting dynamics and allow for a 125

more holistic understanding of self-disclosure by 126

showing how people try to maximize their benefits 127

when disclosing private information. 128

Self-disclosure is a determining factor in the 129

level of intimacy between people, which in turn de- 130

fines the quality of relationships. On an individual 131

level, it has been shown that intimate relationships 132

are an important resource for inter- and intraper- 133

sonal growth (Buhrmester, 1990). They strengthen 134

a person’s sense of belonging and self-worth (Rawl- 135

ins, 2017) and provide a source of emotional sup- 136

port as well as a safe space for self-exploration 137

(Buhrmester, 1990; Parker and Gottman, 1989). 138

Through these mechanisms, self-disclosure can pos- 139

itively influence a person’s mental health (Stiles, 140

1987), improving their feeling of connectedness 141

to others, a primary human need (Ryan and Deci, 142

2000). For example, Buhrmester (1990) showed 143

that intimate relationships, which are dependent on 144

self-disclosure, lead to better competence, socia- 145

bility and self-esteem as well as less self-reported 146

depression and anxiousness, compared to reference 147

groups with less intimate connections. 148

The steady rise of social media usage led to an 149

increase in the availability of publicly disclosed 150

’private’ information. This is especially interest- 151

ing given that self-disclosure has been found to 152

be higher online compared to face-to-face commu- 153

nication (Tidwell and Walther, 2002; Joinson and 154

Paine, 2007), partially because sharing to larger au- 155

diences is facilitated in an online context (Bazarova, 156

2012). In the light of these developments, we 157

use social networking sites (SNS) data to iden- 158

tify and subsequently predict self-disclosure in on- 159

line posts. In previous works, self-disclosure was 160

predicted in different contexts using unsupervised, 161

semi-supervised and supervised models. Blose 162

et al. (2020) used unsupervised learning to de- 163

tect the voluntary disclosure of private information 164

in Tweets. They investigated how self-disclosure 165

was impacted due to the COVID-19 pandemic and 166

found a significant shift towards support-seeking 167

and supportiveness. In addition, Bak et al. (2014) 168
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developed a semi-supervised self-disclosure topic169

model to automatically detect self-disclosure in170

tweets, with the aim of analyzing its effects on171

subsequent conversations. They find a significant172

positive correlation between self-disclosure and173

conversation length as well as frequency. Further-174

more, Yang et al. (2017) investigated how public-175

ness influences self-disclosure in health support176

groups by applying a supervised model based on177

the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) as178

well as other linguistic features and word embed-179

dings to assess the level of positive and negative180

self-disclosure. Considering the broader concept of181

intimacy, Pei and Jurgens (2020) designed a com-182

putational framework to study the expression of183

intimacy in questions. They predicted intimacy us-184

ing a semi-supervised model, showing that it is an185

impactful dimension in language that is influenced186

by social settings.187

Our study differs in that we aim to understand188

self-disclosure across different platforms and con-189

texts. We focus on the specific prediction of self-190

disclosure to contribute to previous efforts, for ex-191

ample by (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015), to assess192

well-being and mental health from social data. As193

such, we are not limited to one SNS but rather194

aim to develop a supervised model that generalises195

across multiple platforms. We further compare196

the performance of RoBERTa-, LIWC-, LDA- and197

EmoLex-based models to show which linguistic198

features are predictive of self-disclosure. Finally,199

given that we find that single-task models are in-200

sufficient, we develop a multi-task model across all201

available data sets to assess self-disclosure. This202

is an innovative approach that has not yet been203

pursued in this realm to the best of our knowledge.204

3 Data Sets205

To develop a general model to detect the degree206

of self-disclosure in messages, we gathered five207

data sets, trained models on them, and tested the208

performance of these models across all data sets.209

The available data sets offer a challenge in210

that they all have different labels, including ’self-211

disclosure’, ’intimacy’, and ’emotional disclosure’.212

These labels differ both in the instructions provided213

to the annotators (there is no consistent definition214

of self-disclosure used in computational linguistics)215

and in their scales. The fact that some labels are216

binary and others are on 1-to-3, 0-to-5, or 1-to-7217

Likert scales complicates the analysis. We thus218

evaluate the accuracy of models by looking at the 219

correlation of the prediction with the true label, al- 220

lowing us to see e.g. how accurately a prediction 221

of a 1-to-5 label estimates a binary label. 222

Data Set Source Size
OnSup online support fo-

rum
1 000

OffChe Reddit 12 860
Int Reddit 2 387
EmpCon conversations by

MTurk workers
5 820

Med patient.info 6 417

Table 1: Overview of the data sets considered.

Online Support data set (OnSup) The OnSup 223

data set was collected by Wang et al. (2015) from 224

discussion boards and chat rooms of an online 225

breast cancer support community. The authors 226

randomly selected 1000 exchanges, of which the 227

thread-starting messages were each manually la- 228

beled by ten Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) 229

workers for positive and negative self-disclosure, 230

among other categories. Self-disclosure in this 231

context was defined as the "the extent to which 232

the writer has discussed her feelings and emotions 233

with others, such as happiness, fears, sadness, and 234

anger." Given examples for positive self-disclosure 235

included phrases like "Now that chemo is done, I 236

find myself waking up in the morning feeling a 237

huge burden has been lifted from my shoulders." 238

and "I am freaked out after reading my mammo- 239

gram report." for negative self-disclosure. The indi- 240

vidual ratings, ranging from 1 (no self-disclosure) 241

to 7 (a great deal of self-disclosure) were combined 242

by taking the workers’ average. To allow for the 243

comparison across our data sets, we introduced a 244

general self-disclosure indicator for this data set 245

by adding together the negative and positive self- 246

disclosure scores from the initial study. 247

Empathic Conversations data set (EmpCon) 248

The EmpCon data set by Sedoc (N.D.) contains 249

5819 conversational turns, where each turn has 250

been labeled by four MTurk workers for empathy, 251

emotion, emotional polarity and self-disclosure. 252

The instructions the annotators were given with 253

regards to self-disclosure included the following 254

Human Intelligence Task (HIT): "When judging 255

self-disclosure, think: Did this make you know 256

the writer of the statement better?". The workers 257
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labeled the degree to which they agreed with this258

notion on a scale from 1 to 3, where 1 corresponded259

to ’Not at all’ to 3 ’A lot’.260

Medical data set (Med) The Med data set by261

Valizadeh et al. (2021) contains online conver-262

sations from randomly-selected forums on pa-263

tient.info and other online platforms, filtered for264

medical keywords and hashtags. Each message was265

labeled for medical self-disclosure. The assigned266

labels ranged from 0 to 5, where 0 corresponded267

to ’no self-disclosure’ and 5 indicated ’high self-268

disclosure’. The label ’5’ was given for instances269

were the post writer specifically mentioned that270

he/she was diagnosed with a specific illness, was271

taking specific medication, had undergone surgery272

or was about to have one, or other cases of disclos-273

ing specific medical indicators.274

OffMyChest data set (OffChe) Jaidka et al.275

(2020) collected the OffMyChest conversations276

data set by letting 12860 Reddit top comments277

of the top posts from the r/OffMyChest and the278

r/CasualConversations subreddits be labeled for279

emotional disclosure on a binary scale. The latter280

was defined as comments mentioning the authors281

personal feelings e.g. "My only concern was for282

my son." and "My heart is breaking for you.".283

Intimacy data set (Int) Compared to the pre-284

vious four data sets, the fifth one we’re taking285

into consideration is focused on 2397 questions286

drawn from question-centered subreddits such as287

r/AskReddit. However, instead of being labeled288

for self-disclosure, the questions were evaluated289

for intimacy, which was defined by the authors290

Pei and Jurgens (2020) as "how an individual re-291

lates to their audience in their perceived interde-292

pendence, warmth, and willingness to personally293

share". They employed a best-worst-scaling for la-294

beling by showing annotators a tuple of four ques-295

tions, among which the least and most intimate296

question should be identified. That way, five pair-297

wise comparisons were obtained per tuple that were298

used as part of a Luce Spectral Ranking (Maystre299

and Grossglauser, 2015) to infer a continuous latent300

intimacy score on a scale from -1 (least intimate)301

to 1 (most intimate).302

4 Features303

Each of the above-mentioned data sets have been304

used to train discriminative, supervised machine305

learning models to correlate linguistic characteris- 306

tics with the perceived presence of self-disclosure. 307

In this section, we present the features we took into 308

consideration. 309

N-gram distributions We tokenized the texts us- 310

ing the Happier Fun Tokenizer (Schwartz et al., 311

2017) and extracted uni-, bi- and trigrams. 312

LIWC The theory-based LIWC lexicon (Pen- 313

nebaker et al., 2007) is widely used to analyze the 314

usage of word semantic categories within text. It 315

contains 73 categories ranging from parts of speech 316

to emotions and cognitive styles, including per- 317

sonal pronouns such as ’I’, which have been shown 318

to be related to self-disclosure, and collections of 319

words for positive and negative emotions (called 320

POSEMO and NEGEMO respectively). LIWC 321

word frequencies capture emotions well, and thus 322

are expected to correlate with self-disclosure, since 323

emotions are more associated with self-disclosure 324

than facts. 325

LDA topics Given that data-driven topics tend 326

to be more representative of online posts, we also 327

used Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) Facebook 328

topics. This is a normalized frequency distribution 329

of 2000 topics based on a Facebook corpus with 330

approximately 18 million posts obtained from the 331

Differential Language Analysis ToolKit (DLATK) 332

repository (Schwartz et al., 2013). We used these 333

topics to uncover hidden topics as well as words 334

that represent these topics in the data sets. 335

Emotion lexica High self-disclosure statements 336

tend to be more emotional. In addition to the 337

emotion-related categories in LIWC, we used the 338

NRC EmoLex lexicon which has 14182 manually 339

labeled entries for the emotions ’anger’, ’anticipa- 340

tion’, ’disgust’, ’fear’, ’happiness’, ’sadness’, ’sur- 341

prise’ and ’trust’ as well as ’positive’ and ’negative 342

prevalence’. 343

RoBERTa embeddings Finally, we considered 344

word embeddings, i.e. real-numbered vectors 345

mapped from words or phrases representing their 346

distributional semantic meaning, to obtain a con- 347

ceptualized token embedding. In this context, 348

RoBERTa, a bi-directional transformer (Liu et al., 349

2019), was used for classification using sentence 350

representations obtained from the model. Specifi- 351

cally, we used RoBERTa embeddings as features 352

in our proposed models. 353
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5 Models354

5.1 Single-Task Models355

A five-fold cross-validated Ridge regression with356

the data set-specific target variables was trained sep-357

arately on 1-to-3 grams, LIWC, LDA and EmoLex358

topics, as well as RoBERTa embeddings for each359

of the target data sets. The alpha values used can be360

found in Table 8 in the appendix. We subsequently361

used the best-performing model for each data set to362

predict self-disclosure on the other data sets to as-363

sess the across-data set accuracy of the single-task364

models.365

5.2 Multi-Task Models366

In addition to the described single-task models, we367

developed models based on LIWC and RoBERTa368

features in which multiple tasks, i.e. the prediction369

of the different notions of self-disclosure across the370

available data sets, were learned simultaneously.371

We expected that multi-task learning would im-372

prove the results obtained by the single-task model.373

However, compared to standard multi-task learn-374

ing, we faced the issue that each of the data sets375

had different outcomes on different scales. Thus, in376

contrast to standard multi-task learning, where out-377

comes for all tasks are available for each instance,378

we were missing 4/5th of the labels for each obser-379

vation.380

Estimating a model across the multiple data sets381

thus requires handling the fact that the labels on382

each data set are different – and are on different383

scales. One option to handle this would be to384

translate all the labels to lie on the same range.385

This, however, assumes that a linear transformation386

would suffice, and that the correct transformation387

could be found. Instead, we build a single neural388

net that takes in an embedding of the post, and389

outputs predictions for all of the labels. Given390

the relatively small training sets, we used a neural391

network with one single-dimensional hidden layer.392

The output of that hidden layer can be viewed as393

a latent variable capturing self-disclosure, which394

is then transformed to yield each of the actual self-395

disclosure labels. For any given observation, only396

one label is observed, so that training loss is esti-397

mated as the sum over the training data (e.g., all398

observations in three of the four data sets) of the399

loss on the label that is present for that observation.400

Note that the loss is the squared error for continu-401

ous labels and the cross entropy for discrete labels.402

The labels for each continuous data set were nor-403

malized to zero mean and unit variance to put all 404

losses on a similar scale. 405

Since we are interested in the statistical simi- 406

larity between the labels of the different data sets, 407

Pearson’s r values between the single-dimensional 408

latent variable and the holdout data set labels are 409

reported. Networks with and without a sigmoid ac- 410

tivation after the hidden dimension were explored 411

with the latter found to be more effective. Hyper- 412

parameters and optimization details can be found 413

in Tables 9, 10, and 11 in the appendix. 414

6 Results 415

We now discuss the quantitative results and their 416

implications. Since we found that the Int data set 417

does not generalize well (due to the fact that it 418

mainly consists of questions), we focus on the four 419

remaining data sets and only report the Int results 420

in the appendix. 421

6.1 General Model to Predict Self-Disclosure 422

We computed both the single-task and multi-task 423

models for the different data sets. Starting with the 424

former, we calculated the within-data set Pearson’s 425

r based on a Ridge regression for different feature 426

sets for all considered data sets: 427

Model Emp- OnSup Med Off-
Con Che

Ngrams 0.64 0.53 0.61 0.17
LIWC 0.64 0.66 0.64 0.29
LDA 0.57 0.22 0.62 0.41
Emo 0.32 0.25 0.19 0.10
RoBERTa 0.73 0.72 0.85 0.47

Table 2: Prediction performance for self-disclosure
models (captured by Pearson’s r) within data sets, av-
eraged over a five-fold cross-validation.

Table 2 shows that the in-domain prediction of 428

self-disclosure was generally most accurate with 429

RoBERTa embeddings. We therefore used these 430

RoBERTa embedding-based models to calculate 431

the cross-data set performance, shown in Table 3. 432

The across-data set Pearson’s r ranges from 0.16 433

to 0.48, with an average of 0.32, a significant drop 434

compared to the best-performing (i.e. RoBERTa) 435

within-data-set average r of 0.69.2 Looking at the 436

2While the Pearson’s r scores for the considered models
are low compared to many results in computational linguistics,
which are between 0.8 and 0.95 for problems like POS tag-
ging, they are in line with most predictions of psychological
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Emp- OnSup Med Off-
Con Che

EmpCon (0.73) 0.42 0.48 0.21
OnSup 0.44 (0.72) 0.35 0.16
Med 0.19 0.28 (0.85) 0.17
OffChe 0.34 0.41 0.44 (0.47)

Avg 0.32 0.37 0.42 0.18

Table 3: Across-data-set prediction results (Pearson’s r)
for self-disclosure, using RoBERTa embeddings. The
first column shows the data set the model has been
trained on, the first row the data set it has been tested
on. The diagonals are within data set cross-validation
accuracies. The last row shows the average of the Pear-
son’s r values for the respective column, excluding the
within-data-set accuracy reported in brackets.

individual across-data set Pearson’s r values, we437

find that the EmpCon data set, consisting of labeled438

conversation turns, performs reasonably well on the439

OnSup samples, most likely because both data sets440

resemble more structured conversations instead of441

single independent posts.442

Predictive accuracies for the linear multi-task443

model are presented in Table 4. As expected, single-444

task models performed best on the same corpus that445

they were trained on. On average, the out-of-task446

multi-task models outperformed the across-data set447

single task models (single-task across data set av-448

erage: r=0.32, linear multi-task average: r=0.37).449

We found that a multi-task model trained on the450

EmpCon, the OnSup, and the OffChe data sets per-451

formed best. This is in line with our expectations,452

since these three data sets are less domain-specific453

than the Med data set and hence, generalize better.454

Both the linear and the nonlinear multi-task mod-455

els based on LIWC features performed worse than456

the multi-task models based on RoBERTa embed-457

dings, which is why we only report them in the458

appendix. Given these results, we recommend a459

linear multi-task model based on all data sets we460

considered to predict self-disclosure on a message461

level. The corresponding code and model will be462

made available upon publication.463

constructs, where r values of about 0.3 to 0.4 are the norm due
to the wider range of unobserved factors influencing them. In
this context, average Pearson’s r scores, especially across data
sets, of 0.3 on average indicate a significant predictive signal.

Target Data
Set

Linear

EmpCon 0.37
OnSup 0.42
Med 0.46
OffChe 0.24

Avg 0.37

Table 4: Prediction results (Pearson’s r) for linear multi-
task models based on RoBERTa embeddings. The first
column is the target data set for the respective model
that was trained on the remaining three data sets. The
nonlinear results are similar and reported in the ap-
pendix.

6.2 Linguistic Features Predictive of 464

Self-Disclosure 465

We found a strong positive correlation between use 466

of the personal pronoun ’I’ (as captured by the 467

LIWC category ’I’) and self-disclosure across all 468

data sets, and a similarly strong negative correla- 469

tion between the use of ’you’ and self-disclosure. 470

This is to be expected; there should be more self- 471

disclosure when talking about oneself than when 472

talking about the person you are talking to. Fur- 473

thermore, interrogatives, i.e. question words, are 474

negatively correlated with self-disclosure across 475

all considered data sets. Asking questions is low 476

self-disclosure. It is worth noting that the signal 477

for predicting self-disclosure is spread over many 478

more categories of words; simply using ’I’, ’you’ 479

and questions is insufficient to build an accurate 480

model. 481

Topic Emp- OnSup Med Off-
Con Che

I 0.35 0.36 0.44 0.16
THEY 0.07 - - -0.03
SHEHE 0.07 0.12 -0.06 -
WE 0.06 - -0.09 -
YOU -0.29 -0.13 -0.40 -0.05

Table 5: LIWC-based classifier accuracy: Pearson’s r
of the linguistic topics for all data sets at the p < 0.01
level. A hyphen indicates that the respective category
was not significant.

Positive emotions correlate much more weakly 482

with self-disclosure than negative emotions do, 483

as shown by both LIWC emotion (Table 6) and 484

EmoLex topics (Table 12 in the appendix). This is 485

consistent with the norm violation notion of self- 486
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Topic Emp- OnSup Med Off-
Con Che

NEGEMO 0.24 0.45 0.07 0.12
SAD 0.13 0.18 - 0.08
ANX 0.11 0.38 0.08 0.04
ANGER 0.11 0.22 - 0.09
POSEMO -0.05 -0.14 -0.21 0.12

Table 6: LIWC-based classifier accuracy: Pearson’s r
of the emotion topics for all data sets at the p < 0.001
level. A hyphen indicates that the respective category
wasn’t significant.

Figure 2: Sample correlation of LIWC NEGEMO
words with self-disclosure based on the EmpCon data
set, depicted as LIWC topic cloud. The size of each
category is proportional to its correlation with the con-
sidered target label. Correlations are significant at p <
0.01.

disclosure mentioned in the introduction; Due to487

socio-cultural norms, interpersonal interactions are488

constrained with regards to acceptable or desired489

behavior (Allan, 1993). Disclosure of personal,490

negative emotions poses a higher risk in that it is491

a violation of norms (Caltabiano and Smithson,492

1983), while the disclosure of positive information493

such as accomplishments is more normative. Thus494

positive emotions (POSEMO) correlate predomi-495

nantly negatively with self-disclosure across the496

data sets.497

6.3 Generalization across Different Corpora498

A key issue in building self-disclosure models is499

the differing labels based on differing definitions500

of self-disclosure across the data sets considered.501

(This is a common problem in computational so-502

cial science, where constructs such as "happy" or503

"liberal" are often measured using widely different504

measures, see Casper et al. (2018) for more infor-505

mation). We handled this by introducing the multi-506

task model described above. In this section, we dis-507

cuss differences in the predictive linguistic markers508

found across the considered data sets, and in the509

ability of our models to predict self-disclosure. 510

We found that self-disclosure models based on 511

the Int data set generalized extremely poorly (av- 512

erage Pearson’s r=0.14, see Table 16 in the ap- 513

pendix). The Int collection is not representative of 514

self-disclosure because it only includes questions, 515

which only obliquely reveal information about the 516

person asking them. As mentioned above, we thus 517

only reported the results from the Int data set in the 518

appendix, and focused on the remaining data sets 519

in our analysis. 520

The Med data set is also qualitatively different 521

from the other data sets in that it is domain-specific. 522

Revealing medical information is often particularly 523

self-disclosing. Many medical conditions can be 524

embarrassing to disclose to strangers because in- 525

formation related to illness tend to be negative and 526

potentially embarrassing, hence disclosing medi- 527

cal information is norm-violating. Interestingly, 528

negative emotions in a medical context are not as 529

predictive of self-disclosure as in more general data 530

sets like the other three considered in this paper. A 531

possible explanation for these deviations in posts 532

related to the medical domain is that norms in this 533

context differ from general norms: Strong emotions 534

like anger, disgust or sadness are less prevalent 535

when talking about medical diagnoses and indica- 536

tors, while the medical information itself is already 537

considered a highly personal information, leading 538

to a higher self-disclosure scores without the pres- 539

ence of negative emotions. This is supported by the 540

results in Table 7: Compared to the other data sets, 541

we find that the BIO and HEALTH categories show 542

a stronger positive correlation to self-disclosure in 543

the Med data set than in the other corpora. Inter- 544

estingly, strong emotions like anger or anxiety tend 545

to be less prevalent in this domain-specific data set, 546

too, presumably for the above-mentioned reasons. 547

We further observe that the OffChe data set has 548

less overall explanatory power within-data-set than 549

the other data sets, but shows a relatively stable 550

across-data-set performance. This is possibly be- 551

cause the OffChe data set has more than 12,000 552

data points, allowing for a better generalization, but 553

at the same time it has lower internal predictive ac- 554

curacy because self-disclosure was only measured 555

on a binary scale. The per-message signal is thus 556

weaker for OffChe data points than for the other 557

data sets for which the target variable was mea- 558

sured on a continuous scale. This is confirmed by 559

the results in Table 7, where all LIWC categories 560

7



(a) The OffChe data set

(b) The Med data set

Figure 3: Correlation of LIWC categories with self-
disclosure in (a) the OffChe data set and (b) the Med
data set. The size of each category name is propor-
tional to its correlation with the self-disclosure label.
Correlations are significant at p < 0.01.

are significantly less predictive of the OffChe data561

than for the other data sets.562

Topic Emp- OnSup Med Off-
Con Che

FUNCTION 0.36 0.30 0.09 0.05
I 0.35 0.36 0.44 0.18
NEGEMO 0.24 0.45 0.07 0.12
CONJ 0.22 0.13 0.10 0.02
PPRON 0.17 0.37 0.08 0.07
BIO 0.14 - 0.20 0.02
HEALTH 0.12 - 0.19 -
ANX 0.11 0.38 0.08 0.04
ANGER 0.11 0.22 - 0.09
FOCPAST 0.03 0.12 0.31 -
POSEMO -0.05 0.08 -0.21 0.12
AFFECT 0.12 0.13 -0.14 0.18

Table 7: Top 5 significant, positively correlated LIWC
categories per data set and corresponding Pearson r’s
for all data sets, sorted by decreasing values in the Em-
pCon data set.

7 Limitations & Ethical Considerations563

Several limitations of our study should be taken564

into account when considering results in a wider565

context. Firstly, we have not studied how self- 566

disclosure prediction differs among different cul- 567

tures, genders and races. Specifically, it is unclear 568

how well our recommended general self-disclosure 569

model applies to specific subgroups. For example, 570

women tend to self-disclose more and express more 571

emotional content than men. Whether this suggests 572

that different models of self-disclosure would be 573

helpful for men and women is less clear. Similarly, 574

the amount of self-disclosure varies widely across 575

settings and cultures. How this affects models is 576

similarly unclear. These variations should be stud- 577

ied in a subsequent research project. Secondly, our 578

training corpora included mostly native English 579

speakers and hence might not generalize well to 580

non-native speakers. Finally, self-disclosure detec- 581

tion could be used for unethical targeting, e.g. in 582

the context of insurance companies who want to 583

discriminate on prices for people who don’t self- 584

disclose much, given that self-disclosure can in- 585

fluence relationships and subsequently the mental 586

health of a person. The application of our model 587

for such usages is strongly advised against. 588

8 Conclusion 589

Self-disclosure is a determining factor of the qual- 590

ity of interpersonal relationships, where closer 591

friendships include more self-disclosure (Rubin 592

and Shenker, 1978). Furthermore, the amount of 593

self-disclosure on a platform should also strongly 594

affect how much information can be extracted 595

about personality and emotion from language writ- 596

ten on that platform; Linkedin, for example, should 597

show less self-disclosure than Facebook. Motivated 598

by these observations, we studied to what extent 599

self-disclosure can be predicted by looking at lex- 600

ical features. Many aspects of language indicate 601

self-disclosure. The expression of negative emo- 602

tions and the use of first person pronouns are partic- 603

ularly predictive. Models trained on different data 604

sets with different annotations of self-disclosure 605

generalize poorly across corpora. Our best per- 606

forming model, a RoBERTa-based linear multi-task 607

model trained on on all our data sets, will be made 608

available upon publication of this paper. 609
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A Appendix781

A.1 Model Architectures782

This section includes additional information about783

our single- and multi-task model architectures.784

A.1.1 Single-task Model785

In Table 11, we report the alpha values used in786

the single-task within-data set models. They were787

determined by a grid search over [0.0001, 0.001,788

0.01, 1, 10, 100, 1000].789

Topic Emp- On- Med Off-
Con Sup Che

Ngrams 0.01 0.01 0.01 1
LIWC 0.01 0.01 1 1
LDA 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Emo 0.01 0.01 0.01 1
ROB 100 100 10 100

Table 8: Alpha values for within-data set, single-task
self-disclosure models.

A.1.2 Multi-task Model790

For the multi-task models, we computed the791

optimal number of epochs for each considered792

learning rate ([1e-3, 1e-4, 1e-5]), where the793

learning rate was decreased by a factor of 10794

when validation loss was static for 25 epochs.795

Afterwards, we performed for each target data796

set a five-fold cross-validation on the combined797

task of the three remaining data sets. Our batch798

size was 512 and we applied Adam optimization.799

If a batch was missing one of the data sets, it800

was skipped, so each batch contained all tasks.801

Heterogeneous batches were normalized by802

the number of examples in a batch and labels803

were normalized to the 0-1 range if they were804

continuous. As loss functions, we used the Mean805

Squared Error for continuous labels and the Binary806

Cross Entropy loss for discrete labels. The training807

was stopped when the learning rate reached 1e-6.808

The weighting was done equally by task. Note809

that in our multi-task training, almost all outputs810

were missing, since we didn’t have all the different811

self-disclosure labels across all data sets but rather812

one specific one per data set.813

814

For the initial linear multi-task model, we used815

a weight decay of 1.0 and a maximum learning rate816

of 1e-1. We let the model with the architecture817

shown in Table 9 train for 500 epochs.818

Architecture Linear Model
Linear Layer from feature space to sin-
gle dimension
Linear Layer from single dimension to
output dimension (= number of tasks)

Table 9: Linear multi-task model architecture.

In addition, we found that the nonlinear multi- 819

task models described in Table 10 turned out to be 820

optimal for the RoBERTa features. This model 821

trained for 300 epochs with a maximum learning 822

rate of 2e-1 and a weight decay of 0.001. 823

Architecture Nonlinear RoBERTa
Model
Dropout Layer with p=0.2
Linear Layer from feature space to 10
dimensions
Dropout Layer with p = 0.2
Batch Normalization Layer
Sigmoidal Activation
Linear Layer from 10 dimensions to sin-
gle dimension
Batch Normalization Layer
Sigmoidal Activation
Linear Layer from single dimension to
output dimension = number of tasks

Table 10: Nonlinear RoBERTa multi-task model archi-
tecture.

Finally, the nonlinear multi-task model re- 824

ported in Table 11 was optimal for the LIWC 825

features. It was trained over 300 epochs with a 826

maximum learning rate of 5e-1 and a weight decay 827

of 0.05. 828

Architecture Nonlinear LIWC
Model
Dropout Layer with p=0.2
Batch Normalization Layer
Linear Layer from feature space to sin-
gle dimension
Sigmoidal Activation
Batch Normalization Layer
Linear Layer from single dimension to
output dimension = number of tasks

Table 11: Nonlinear LIWC multi-task model architec-
ture.
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A.2 Additional Results829

In this section, we show additional results from830

our analysis, including the EmoLex classifier, the831

single-task results for the Int data set (both within-832

and across data set), the linear and nonlinear multi-833

task models based on LIWC as well as the nonlin-834

ear multi-task model based on RoBERTa embed-835

dings.836

A.2.1 EmoLex-based Classifier837

Table 12 shows the results for the EmoLex-based838

classifier. Since they were in line with the emotion-839

related LIWC categories, we only reported the lat-840

ter in the main text.841

Topic Emp- On- Med Off-
Con Sup Che

Anger 0.18 0.21 0.05 0.07
Anticip -0.23 - -0.08 0.04
Disgust 0.16 0.12 0.09 0.07
Fear 0.15 0.20 0.10 0.03
Joy 0.03 -0.09 -0.13 0.07
Sadness 0.17 0.26 0.10 0.05
Surprise - - -0.08 0.04
Trust 0.04 - -0.09 0.04
Positive 0.07 -0.10 -0.16 0.05
Negative 0.21 0.31 0.11 0.07

Table 12: Summary of the EmoLex-based classifier
showing Pearson’s r of the emotion topics for all data
sets at p < 0.001. A hyphen indicates that the respec-
tive category wasn’t significant.

A.2.2 Int Data Set842

As discussed in the main text, we omitted the pre-843

dictions from the Int data set since the corpus844

wasn’t representative for our purposes as it only845

contained questions. In Tables 13 and 14, the846

key linguistic characteristics of the Int data set are847

shown.848

Topic Pearson’s r
I -
THEY -
SHEHE 0.07
WE -0.07
YOU 0.46

Table 13: LIWC-based classifier accuracy: Pearson’s r
of the pronoun topics for the Int data set at the p < 0.01
level. A hyphen indicates that the respective category
wasn’t significant.

Topic Pearson’s r
SAD 0.06
ANX 0.14
ANGER 0.07
POSEMO 0.05
NEGEMO 0.18

Table 14: LIWC-based classifier, reported as Pearson’s
r of the emotion topics for the Int data set at the p < 0.01
level. A hyphen indicates that the respective category
wasn’t significant.

In Table 15, we present the within-data set re- 849

sults for models based on the Int data set, averaged 850

over a five-fold cross validation. 851

Model Pearson’s r
Ngrams 0.66
LIWC 0.64
LDA 0.55
EmoLex 0.08
RoBERTa 0.80

Avg 0.55

Table 15: Prediction performance for self-disclosure
models based on the Int data set (captured by Pear-
son’s r) within-data set, averaged over a five-fold cross-
validation.

Table 16, on the other hand, shows the across- 852

data set results for the best-performing within-data 853

set Int model, i.e. the RoBERTa model, applied to 854

all other considered data sets. 855

Data Set Pearson’s r
EmpCon 0.07
OnSup 0.29
Med 0.04
OffChe 0.16

Avg 0.14

Table 16: Prediction performance for Int self-
disclosure RoBERTa model (captured by Pearson’s
r) across-data set averaged over a five-fold cross-
validation.

A.2.3 Multi-task Models 856

In this section, we report additional multi-task mod- 857

els. Table 17 shows the results for the RoBERTa- 858

based nonlinear multi-task model. 859
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Target Data
Set

Pearson’s r

EmpCon 0.45
OnSup 0.29
Med 0.34
OffChe 0.22

Avg 0.33

Table 17: Prediction results (Pearson’s r) for nonlin-
ear multi-task models based on RoBERTa embeddings.
The first column is the target data set for the respective
model that was trained on the remaining three data sets.

Table 18 shows the results for the LIWC-based860

nonlinear multi-task model.861

Target Data
Set

Pearson’s r

EmpCon 0.48
OnSup 0.29
Med 0.28
OffChe 0.14

Avg 0.30

Table 18: Prediction results (Pearson’s r) for nonlinear
multi-task models based on LIWC embeddings. The
first column is the target data set for the respective
model that was trained on the remaining three data sets.

Finally, we included the results for the LIWC-862

based linear multi-task model in Table 19.863

Target Data
Set

Pearson’s r

EmpCon 0.31
OnSup 0.45
Med 0.26
OffChe 0.06

Avg 0.27

Table 19: Prediction results (Pearson’s r) for linear
multi-task models based on LIWC embeddings. The
first column is the target data set for the respective
model that was trained on the remaining three data sets.
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